


BIOGRAPHY
Born on June the 15th 1980 in France, Alek mass started 
his career in the club Med, a place where he had the 
opportunity to develop and improve his incredible skills 
throughout numerous live performances showcasing his 
talent worldwide (US,ASIA,North of Africa and Europe).

The turning point of his career came in 2007 when he 
met the R&B vocalist/songwriter Jean-philippe. Together 
they gave birth to one of the most infectious club banger 
of that year entitled « do it » an unavoidable invitation 
to dance and party which enabled him to be discovered 
by a broader audience. The track was an intricate mix 
of diverse infl uences such as Pop, disco, funk and was 
considered as a milestone of the genre.

On December 2008, he became the resident DJ and 
technical supervisor at La Fabrik Club, the biggest club in 
the North of Paris (Lille, France). He had the opportunity to 
perform with one of the most prominent acts in the electro/
club scene such as David Guetta, Bob sinclar, Vendetta, 
Dahlback, Chris Lake, Bingo players, Mosimann, Joachim 
Garraud… besides his Dj skills, Alek Mass is a music 
producer as well.

In 2009, he started to work on his minimalist electronic 
debut album « ALONE » which was released on the 31st 
of July in 2010 and available on media digital download 
platforms like (Beatport, iTunes).

…



During 4 years he combined his studio work and his work 
at « La Fabrik » in order to gain musical maturity.

In september, he opened his Dj and computer assisted 
music school and is currently the main teacher in it. 
« SCENE IT FORMATION » a school located in the north 
of france and more precisely in a city called haubourdin.

Alek Mass is a true artist, fully dedicated to his passion 
who always pushes the limits sets the bar higher and 
higher. He’s currently working on his sophomore album 
« ENOLA » which will be released during December 
2012. An album with an electronic feel tinged with new 
sounds and infl uences that is made for one purpose: live 
performances in festivals.

He had decided to spread his wings and therefor will stop 
working at «La Fabrik» in order to focus a bit more on 
his musical business and creativity. But also to make us 
discover his musical universe throughout breathtaking and 
outstanding performances within the framework of his tour 
« ENOLA TOUR »; national and international tour to come 
in 2013.
 
Alek mass hasn’t stopped drawing attention!

…



BIOGRAPHY 
(SUMMARY)

Evolving in the electro/house and especially the 
progressive minimalist genre,this DJ/Producer/composer/
songwriter has managed to combine his musical and 
turntablist skills to develop his own concept mixing 
deejaying and musical improvisation.From this experience 
a true concert,a unique live performance, a tremendous 
show is offered to the audience!!
Born and bred in an electro universe since his earliest 
age,he created his team alek mass with his accomplices: 
the singer/songwriter/composer Jean Philippe (Do it,Hey 
girl) and Steve watt (songwriter/composer/producer).
Remaining in a neverending quest for creativity,alek 
is motivated by an elusive desire to surprise and has 
managed to create an innovative and electric style.The 
phenomenon Alek Mass is coming to your clubs to provide 
you outstanding live performances!

CONTACT
GSM : +33 6 79 13 53 09
EMAIL : alekmass.dj@gmail.com

http://www.facebook.com/alek.mass
www.twitter.com/alekmass
http://soundcloud.com/alekmass
http://www.youtube.com/theAlekmass


DISCOGRAPHY 
ALONE - 2010 - Dezo Records

01 Hey Girl (Jean Philippe Vocal Mix)

02 Alone (Extended Mix)

03 Pray (Steve Watt Voval Mix)

04 Do It (Jean Philippe Vocal Mix)

05 E-Motion (Extended Mix)

06 Voice Concept (Steve Watt Voval Mix)

REMIXES
Steeve Watt Feat Jean-Phi - Give it Up (Happy music)  
Steeve Watt feat Jean-Phi - Don't stop

ENOLA - 2013 (COMING SOON)

01 Enola 
02 Synopsis 
03 Enola edition Deluxe 
04 Metro 128 
05 Ivy
06 I wan't U 
07 Extasy for a bitch 
08 Off his head 
09 The End 
10 Enoland 






